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Introduction
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MICA
Standards and Guidelines

identity design is a powerful form of communication. More than any other visual 
element it is the “face” Maryland Institute College of Art shows the world. As such,  
an effective visual identity program must strive for clarity (through unity, consistency, and 
hierarchy) to be easily understood, and liveliness so as to remain memorable. 

The graphic identity for MICA is summarized in these Graphic Identity Standards and 
Guidelines. This document establishes rules (usage, scale, and color) for the consistent 
implementation of the MICA identity. Through recommendations and examples, the 
Standards serve as a guide for the development of future applications, within MICA, as 
well as for external designers and agencies. 

The elements within the system are intentionally limited in order to create a consistent, 
coherent, and easily managed graphic vocabulary. The identity consists of these key 
elements: logo (acronym with its associated rhythmic lines), the signatures (Maryland 
Institute College of Art), lock-ups (Logo and Signature combined), decorative patterns,  
and a vibrant color palette.
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MICA
Why We Have Guidelines

a well-managed graphic identity is an important tool for MICA to reach its broader 
strategic goal of strengthening its reputation and prominence in national and international 
contexts. The careful and consistent use of these guidelines will contribute to a powerful  
and unified expression of the brand, ensuring a strong identity for MICA.

The Office of Communications’ role is to oversee and facilitate the implementation of the 
identity system. This office oversees the design of all institutional communications tools  
and are available to help all users within MICA and those working on behalf of MICA to use 
the graphic identity effectively and appropriately. If you have questions, or needs that  
are not addressed in this document, please contact:

The Office of Communications 
Maryland Institute College of Art 
1300 Mount Royal Avenue 
Baltimore, Maryland 21217 
Phone: 410.225.2300

To access the logo files covered in this document, as well as procedures for ordering business cards and letterhead, and 
additional guidelines for document preparation, please visit www.mica.edu/logo.
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Identity  
Elements and Scale
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Identity System Overview

Elements of the Identity System

MICA’s identity system consists of two 
elements: a Logo and a Signature.

logo
The Logo is the core expression of the  
identity and typographic identifier  
of the institution. The Logo may be used 
independently. (See page 8). 

signature
The Signature is the full name of the 
institution. The Signature can be used 
independently; however, the Logo  
should be used in proximity (See page 10). 

Combining the Elements

lock-up
A configuration that combines the Logo and 
Signature in a defined relationship  
is referred to as a Lock-up. Each Lock-up 
establishes a unique interaction of   
Logo and Signature (size, scale, and position of 
each element). (See pages 11–12).

signature logo

lock-up
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File name: MICA_Logo_RegLgScale_Black.eps The Small Scale Logo has been redrawn to work at 
sizes .75" to 1.25" in width. (See page 9)

File name: MICA_Logo_SmallScale_Black.eps

Logo

MICA’s Logo can be used independently, or 
combined (with the Signature) as a Lock-up. 
When a Lock-up is used, please only use  
the provided Lock-up files (see pages 11–12).

The Logo may be used independently as long as: 
1. the Signature is represented in proximity 
(i.e. cover to back cover); OR  
2. the piece is targeted to an audience 
familiar with the institution (i.e. totes sold at 
the MICA Store). 

The Logo can be placed on imagery (see  
page 27).

The Logo has two scale versions (see page 9). 

note

The Logo should be located  
in a prominent position on all 
communications. 

The Logo should never be recreated 
or modified. To ensure correct 
scales and maintain consistency 
throughout the system, use only 
the files supplied with these 
guidelines. The forms have been 
custom drawn to work at different 
scales, so it is crucial that new 
versions of the Logo are not created. 

Scale and usage guidelines are 
detailed in the following pages.

Use only the scales and colors,  
as specified.

logo small	scale	logo
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Scaling the Logo

note

In the Small Scale Logo, the 
letterforms have been redrawn to 
avoid infill, and the rules are heavier 
than in the Regular/Large Logo. 
This version (shown below the rule 
in the column at left) maintains 
legibility at the smallest allowable 
scale for the logo (.75” to 1.25”  
in width). 

The Small Scale Logo 
should be used when the 
Logo width is between 
1.25" and .75". The Small 
Scale Logo should  
never be used smaller 
than .75" wide.

The Regular/Large Scale 
Logo should be used 
when the Logo width is 
greater than 1.25". 

The Logo file is provided at two scales:  
Small and Regular/Large.

The Regular/Large Scale Logo is intended for 
use on applications where the width of the 
Logo is greater than 1.25". This Regular/Large 
Scale Logo can be scaled up infinitely but 
should never be used smaller than 1.25" wide.

The Small Scale Logo is intended for use on 
applications where the width of the Logo  
is less than or equal to 1.25". The letterforms 
and the lines of the logo have been modified 
for reproduction at this small scale and  
can be used as small as .75" wide. This Small 
Scale Logo should never be used larger  
than 1.25" wide or smaller than .75" wide.

1.25" wide

+1.25" wide

1.75" wide

2.25" wide

.75" wide

regular / large 
scale

small 
scale
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Signature

MICA’s Signature (the full name of the  
college) can be used independently,  
or combined (with the Logo) as a Lock-up. 
When a Lock-up is used, please  
only use the provided Lock-up files (see  
pages 11–12).

The Signature may be used independently  
as long as the Logo is represented  
in proximity (on the same surface of  
the application).

The Signature can be placed on imagery  
(see page 27).

Three versions of the Signature have been 
provided: a stacked (primary/preferred) 
version, and a two-line and single-line versions. 
The primary signature should be prioritized 
whenever possible.

Each Signature has three scale versions  
(see page 13). The Signature should not  
be scaled below the minimum size found  
on page 24.

note

The Signature should never be 
recreated or modified. To ensure 
correct scales and maintain 
consistency throughout the system, 
use only the files supplied with 
these guidelines. The forms have 
been custom drawn to work at 
different scales, so it is crucial that 
new versions of the Signature  
are not created. 

Scale and usage guidelines are 
detailed in the following pages.

Use only the scales and colors,  
as specified.

secondary	signature	2primary	signature

secondary	signature	1

File name: MICA_SecondarySig2_RegularScale_Black.eps

File name: MICA_SecondarySig1_RegularScale_Black.eps

File name: MICA_PrimarySig_RegularScale_Black.eps
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Lock-up 
Primary

The dynamic “Primary Lock-up” of the  
Logo and Signature should be considered the 
ideal configuration for most applications.

The Primary Lock-up has three scale versions 
(see page 13). Neither the Logo nor the 
Signature should be scaled below the minimum 
sizes found on page 24.

note

The Primary Lock-up should be 
located in a prominent position  
on all communications. 

The Primary Lock-up should never 
be recreated or modified. To ensure 
correct scales and maintain 
consistency throughout the system, 
use only the files supplied with 
these guidelines. The forms have 
been custom drawn to work  
at different scales, so it is crucial 
that new versions of the Primary 
Lock-up are not created. 

Scale and usage guidelines are 
detailed in the following pages.

Use only the scales and colors,  
as specified.

primary	lock-up

File name: MICA_PrimaryLockUp_RegularScale_Black.eps
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Lock-ups 
Secondary

Each of the five Secondary Lock-ups at left 
may be used on any application, per design 
preference and spatial requirements.

These Secondary Lock-ups have three scale 
versions (see page 13). Neither the Logo  
nor the Signature should be scaled below  
the minimum sizes found on page 24.

File name: MICA_SecondaryLockUp1_RegularScale_Black.eps

File name: MICA_SecondaryLockUp2_RegularScale_Black.eps

File name: MICA_SecondaryLockUp3_RegularScale_Black.eps

File name: MICA_SecondaryLockUp4_RegularScale_Black.eps

File name: MICA_SecondaryLockUp5_RegularScale_Black.eps

secondary	lock-up	1

secondary	lock-up	2

secondary	lock-up	3

secondary	lock-up	4

secondary	lock-up	5

note

The Secondary Lock-ups should be 
located in a prominent position on 
all communications. 

The Secondary Lock-ups should 
never be recreated or modified.  
To ensure correct scales and 
maintain consistency throughout 
the system, use only the files 
supplied with these guidelines.  
The forms have been custom  
drawn to work at different scales, 
so it is crucial that new versions  
of the Secondary Lock-ups are  
not created. 

Scale and usage guidelines are 
detailed in the following pages.

Use only the scales and colors,  
as specified.
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Scaling the Signatures and Lock-ups  

MICA’s Signature and Lock-up files have  
been provided at three scales: Small, Regular, 
and Large.

The Large Scale Signatures and Lock-ups  
are intended for use on applications  
where the Signature height (height of the  
“M” in Maryland) is greater than 1/2".  

The Regular Scale Signatures and Lock-ups 
are intended for use on applications where the 
Signature height is between 1/2" and 1/16". 

The Small Scale Signatures and Lock-ups are 
intended for use on applications where the 
Signature height is between 1/16" and 3/64" .

note

Please only use the provided files 
(do not recreate them) at the 
correct scales. The Signatures 
and Lock-ups have been  
carefully studied and redrawn for 
maximum legibility and integrity 
at each scale.

The Small Scale Signature 
OR Lock-up should be  
used when the Signature 
height (height of the  
“M” in Maryland) is between 
1/16" and 3/64". The 
Signature height (in both  
the Signature and Lock-up) 
should never be  
used smaller than 3/64".

The Regular Scale Signature 
OR Lock-up should be  
used when the Signature 
height (height of the  
“M” in Maryland) is between 
1/16" and 1/2".

Representative Lock-ups and Signatures have been used above and right to best indicate  
the scaling system concisely. However the Signature height and scaling rules seen here apply  
TO ALL MICA LOCK-UPS AND SIGNATURES. 

The Large Scale Signature 
OR Lock-up should be  
used when the Signature 
height (height of the  
“M” in Maryland) is greater  
than 1/2". 

1/16" height

3/64" height

+1/16" height

1/2" height

+1/2" height

regular scale

large scale

small scale

Signature  
Cap Height

Signature  
Cap Height

Signature  
Cap Height

signature	cap	height,	defined scaling	the	signatures	and	lock-ups	based	on	the	signature	cap	height
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Seal 

The MICA Seal is an official emblem of  
the College. It has never functioned as a  
Logo, but is used as an ornamental  
device on ceremonial documents (i.e. the 
commencement program). The MICA  
seal should only be used in situations 
specifically identified by the Office  
of Communications. The seal is not part 
of the new identity system for MICA  
and should not be used in conjunction with 
the Logo or Signature. It should be  
considered an alternate expression of the 
College that is used in place of the new  
Logo—hence its limited appropriateness for 
public communications.

note

Please contact the Office of 
Communications for more 
information on the MICA Seal.

mica	seal
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Identity  
Color
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Color Palette 
Inspiration 

Inspiration for MICA’s Color Palette was drawn from vibrant colors  
found in contemporary art.
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black white

pms medium yellow  
 coated 

pms 012 uncoated 

cmyk 0.7.100.0

rgb 254.219.0

hex #fedb00

yellow

pms rhod. red   
 coated 

pms 813 uncoated   
 (neon)

cmyk 5.93.0.0

rgb 225.0.152

hex #e10098

pink

grey

pms cool grey 6 
 on coated 
 and uncoated

cmyk 0.0.0.55

rgb 167.168.170 

hex #a7a8aa

Note: The entire PMS Cool Grey 
family may be used: Cool Grey 1 
through Cool Grey 11.

pms black 6
 on coated 
 and uncoated

cmyk 40.20.20.100 

rgb 0.0.0

hex #000000

*  When budget constraints make 
cmyk necessary, a rich/cool black 
can be created with the formula 
above. If very small (under 6pt type) 
is knocking-out of black, use 100K 
only. Consult printer.

Color Palette

note

For web and other screen 
applications, the identity 
components should be rendered 
with a RGB/HEX value. 
Due to inherent differences in the 
calibration of different monitors, 
these may need to be altered slightly. 
RGB/HEX values seen here should 
be used as references only.

Printing with CMYK can produce 
varied results. Please work with
your printer to ensure the cmyk 
values are as close a match 
to the pms as possible (draw downs 
and proofi ng recommended).

The Color Palette of the MICA brand utilizes 
both a monochrome palette and a full range 
of vibrant color. The Lock-ups, Signatures 
or Logo may be reproduced in any of these 
colors. (Please see the following pages for 
color usage rules.)

In print, PMS is always preferred. When 
budget constraints prohibit the use of PMS 
colors, their CMYK equivalents (as outlined 
here) should be used.

In contexts where the use of color is not an 
option (i.e. newspaper ad) the lock-up should 
be black (100% K) or white (0%).

pms none

cmyk 0.0.0.0

rgb 255.255.255

hex #ffffff

pms 2728 coated 

pms 2132 uncoated 

cmyk 100.70.0.0

rgb 0.71.187 

hex #0047bb

blue

pms blue 072
 on coated 
 and uncoated

cmyk 100.95.0.0

rgb 16.6.159

hex #10069f

deep	blue

pms 2270 coated 

pms 802 uncoated   
 (neon)

cmyk 75.0.72.0

rgb 45.200.77

hex #2dc84d

green

pms orange 021
 on coated 
 and uncoated

cmyk 0.70.100.0

rgb 254.80.o

hex #fe5000

orange
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Using the Color Palette
Color Ratio

Black, white, grey, and six vibrant hues 
comprise the color palette of MICA’s identity. 

The diagram, at left, shows an approximate 
ratio of color usage. 

note

The color ratio (at left) applies to MICA’s brand as a 
whole. Individual pieces may be comprised of primarily 
vibrant hues; however, if all the brand pieces were 
evaluated, black, white and grey would be dominant. 
It is critical that these monochrome colors ground the 
identity, allowing the vibrants hues (when used) to 
command notice and importance.
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Using the Color Palette 
Monochrome Palette 

The MICA Logo, Signatures or 
Lock-ups (“Secondary Lock-up 1” 
seen at left) may utilize  
the monochrome colors in the 
palette in any combination.

In all cases however, maximum 
legibility must be maintained.  
For this reason alone, four options 
have been eliminated at left.

grey	or	white,	on	black black	or	white,	on	grey grey	or	black,	on	white
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Using the Color Palette 
Vibrant Palette 

vibrant	colors,	with	white	or	grey

Vibrant colors may be used with grey 
or white. These vibrant colors can  
be the base color or the accent (Logo, 
Signatures or Lock-ups: “Secondary 
Lock-up 1” shown here) color.

In all cases however, maximum legibility 
must be maintained. 

vibrant	colors,	with	black

Vibrant colors may be used with black. 
These vibrant colors can be the base 
color or the accent color.

In all cases however, maximum legibility 
must be maintained. For this  
reason alone, one option has been 
eliminated above.

vibrant	colors,	with	vibrant	colors

Vibrant colors may be used as both the 
base color and the accent color.

In all cases however, maximum legibility 
must be maintained. 

vibrant	colors,	with	tints

Vibrant color may be used in 
conjunction with tints (70%, 80%, etc.) 
of vibrant color. Tints should only be 
used as the accent (not the base) color. 

In all cases however, maximum legibility 
must be maintained. 

note

Extensive color combinations are possible (only a small/representative 
amount is shown below). However, some color combinations are not as 
successful. Please refer to the examples in the applications section of these 
guidelines before designing vibrant color applications.
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Using the Color Palette 
Color and the Identity Elements

1. 
Any MICA Lock-up (“Primary 
Lock-up” seen at left) may be 
used in any single monochrome 
or vibrant color from the palette.

2. 
When any Signature (“Primary 
Signature” seen at left) and the 
Logo are used separately—not  
in a Lock-up—they may each use 
a unique color from the palette.

3. 
All MICA Lock-ups should always 
be a single color.

1.

2.

3.
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An expanded visual vocabulary (paper 
and cloth for print applications 
and store merchandise) have been 
indicated at right.

Expanded Visual Vocabulary
Materials

grey,	black	or	vibrant	color	
paper/cloth

to be used on various 
applications

canvas	cloth

to be used (along with white, 
grey, black and color fabric) 
for tote bags

craft	paper

to be used (along with white, 
grey, black and color) for 
portfolio, pocket folders, etc.

white	coated	paper
mccoy, satin

to be used for publications

white	uncoated	paper
strathmore, ultimate white

to be used for stationery
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Identity  
In Use
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Minimum Scale

logo signature

Minimum Size: 3/4" (.75") wide

To ensure proper detail and legibility, the 
graphic identity elements should not be used 
in sizes smaller than those shown above. 

For small scale applications the “Small Scale” 
Logo should never be used smaller than  
3/4" (.75") width. The “Small Scale” Signature 
should never be used smaller than 3/64"  
cap height (of the “M” in Maryland). 

A Lock-up’s minimum size is determined 
by whichever element (Logo or Signature) 
reaches it minimum scale first.

note

Please only use the provided files 
(do not recreate them) at the 
correct scales. The Logo, 
Signatures and Lock-ups have 
been carefully studied and 
redrawn for maximum legibility and 
integrity at each scale.

Minimum Size: 3/64" cap height
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Preferred Clearspace
Logo and Lock-ups 

Clearspace around the Logo or Lock-ups 
is critical in order to separate it from other 
communication elements such as text, 
headlines, or imagery. The area around 
the Logo or Lock-ups should always have 
a generous clearspace so that these 
components are not crowded or constrained 
by external elements. Please observe  
the area of clearspace to ensure clarity and  
Logo/Lock-up prominence. 

The diagrams here show the minimum amount 
of clearspace that should surround the Logo  
or Lock-ups. Maintain at least 1 “X” (where  
X = width of the “M” in MICA) between the Logo 
or Lock-up and any accompanying element. 

clearspace exception

Interpretive graphics (such as 
banners or totes) with cropping 
are not bound to the same 
clearspace rules. However, when 
design liberties are taken, such 
instances must be reviewed 
with the MICA Communications 
team for approval.

note

Only 2 Lock-ups are shown at 
right (for efficiency and clarity) 
but this clearspace rule applies 
equally to the Primary Lock-up 
and all five Secondary Lock-ups.

X

X

XX

X

X

X

XX

X

XX

X = width of the “M” in MICA
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Preferred Clearspace
Signatures 

Clearspace around the Signatures is  
critical in order to separate them from other 
communication elements such as text, 
headlines, or imagery. 

The diagrams here show the minimum  
amount of space that should surround the 
Signature. Maintain at least 3 “X” (where  
X = height of the “M” in Maryland) between the 
Signature and any accompanying element. 

clearspace exception

Interpretive graphics (such as 
banners or totes) with cropping 
are not bound to the same 
clearspace rules. However, when 
design liberties are taken, such 
instances must be reviewed  
with the MICA Communications 
team for approval.

X = height of “M” in Maryland

3X3X 3X

3X

3X3X
3X

3X

3X

3X

3X3X
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PATH 

ceramics
drawing
fi ber
general fi ne arts
sculpture
painting
printmaking

Success in Fine Arts

THIS ISSUE

FROM COLLEGE TO CAREERVOLUME XVII // NOV 2015

The Logo, Signatures, or Lock-ups 
may be positioned on an image. When 
positioned on imagery these elements 
can only be white or black.

White Logo, Signatures, or Lock-ups 
should be used on middle to dark value 
imagery. Black Logo, Signatures, 
or Lock-ups should be used on light to 
middle value imagery. 

Identity and Imagery

MARYLAND INSTITUTE COLLEGE OF ART

PATH 

ceramics
drawing
fi ber
general fi ne arts
sculpture
painting
printmaking

Success in Fine Arts

THIS ISSUE

FROM COLLEGE TO CAREERVOLUME XVII // NOV 2015

GRADUATE
/
OPEN 
HOUSE
Saturday
Nov 15, 2017

1. The Logo, Signatures, or Lock-ups 
should be placed in an area of the 
image that does not compete with, or 
obscure, it. 

2. The Logo, Signatures or Lock-ups 
can be positioned on a busier area of 
the image if enough contrast 
exists to make each edge of the mark 
easily legible.

3. Three has been eliminated because 
the Logo is not legible on the image.

4. Do not do apply outline, dropshadow 
or other effects to the Logo, Signatures, 
or Lock-ups to improve legibility.

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Integrity of the Logo and Lock-ups

Only use the supplied files.

Do not stretch or manipulate  
the Logo or Lock-ups.

Do not adjust placement, spacing, scale, weight 
of ANY element of the the Logo or Lock-ups. Do 
not create new Lock-ups.

Never add a box or a shape to  
the Logo or Lock-ups.

Do not typeset any part of the Logo  
or Lock-ups.

Do not outline the Logo or Lock-ups.

Do not use the font Giza paired with the 
MICA Logo to create a new Logo.

Do not scale the Logo or Lock-ups 
below the minimum allowable sizes.

Never set the Logo or Lock-ups in 
a “non-identity” color.

Do not place imagery within 
the typography of the Logo.

Never reinterpret, redrawn or reinvent the Logo 
or Lock-ups.

Never rotate the Logo or Lock-ups.

note

The Logo and Lock-ups, elements of the official brand of MICA, should be used with  
the utmost consistency and integrity. Only the supplied Logo and Lock-up files should 
be used. The Logo and Lock-ups should never be tweaked, manipulated, used at  
sizes below minimum allowances, rendered in colors other than brand colors, etc. 
Please see notes below.
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Integrity of the Signatures

Only use the supplied files.

Do not stretch or manipulate  
the Signatures.

Do not adjust placement, spacing, scale, 
weight of ANY element of the Signatures. 

Never add a box or a shape to  
the Signatures.

Do not create new Signature 
configurations of any kind.

Do not outline the Signatures.

Do not remove the line from the  
Primary Signature.

Do not scale the Signatures below 
the minimum allowable size.

Never set the Signatures in 
a “non-identity” color.

Do not create alternate Signatures/Lock-ups 
to form unique marks for MICA departments 
or programs.

Do not typeset the Signatures. Only use the  
supplied files.

Never rotate the Signatures.

note

The Signatures, elements of the official brand of MICA, should be used with the  
utmost consistency and integrity. Only the supplied Signature files should  
be used. The Signatures should never be tweaked, manipulated, used at sizes  
below minimum allowances, rendered in colors other than brand colors, etc.  
Please see notes below.

MARYLAND INSTITUTE
COLLEGE OF ART

OFFICE OF  
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
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Graphic Elements
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Pattern 
Organic 

The “Organic Pattern” is a formal 
evolution of the former identity’s 
pattern set. 

This pattern should not be used as a 
decorative element inside of the  
Logo’s letterforms. However, it can be 
used outside of the Logo’s letterforms 
(with the Logo in proximity) or layered 
under/over the Logo (as long as Logo 
legibility is maintained).

This pattern can also be used in “pure” 
contexts where it is the only graphic 
element, such as on paper cups, fabric, 
or other applications where it is  
treated as a textile or overall pattern.

The color system for the “Organic 
Pattern” depends upon a “base color” 
and “accent color” relationship: the 
base color provides the ground against 
which the accent is seen. Either the 
base color is deeper, while the accent 
is lighter; or vice versa. 

Please see the applications sections for 
preferred color interaction and usage 
(crops, layering, etc.).

scaling the “organic pattern”

The means of reproduction, line screen, and 
media influence how small the pattern can be 
used. As a general guideline, the provided 
pattern file should not be used smaller than 6" 
in height. The pattern has no maximum size 
limit. For on-screen applications, the pattern 
should be rendered in non-contrasting colors 
to avoid vibration.

detail

(shown at 15% of actual size: 84")

File name: MICA_Pattern_Organic.eps

Complete “Organic Pattern” file should not be  
used smaller than 6" in height.

detail

(shown at 100% of actual size: 84")
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Pattern 
Organic, with Shadow 

The “Organic Pattern, with Shadow” is 
the companion to the “Organic Pattern.”

This pattern should not be used as a 
decorative element inside of the  
Logo’s letterforms. However, it can be 
used outside of the Logo’s letterforms 
(with the Logo in proximity) or layered 
under the Logo (as long as Logo 
legibility is maintained).

This pattern can also be used in “pure” 
contexts where it is the only graphic 
element, such as on paper cups, fabric, 
or other applications where it is  
treated as a textile or overall pattern.

The color system for the “Organic 
Pattern, with Shadow” depends upon a 
“base (middle value) color”, an “accent 
(light value) color”, and a “shadow (dark 
value) color”: the base and shadow 
colors provides the ground against which 
the accent is seen. 

Please see the applications section for 
some examples of color interaction and 
usage (crops, layering, etc.).

scaling the “organic pattern, with shadow”

The means of reproduction, line screen, and 
media influence how small the pattern can be 
used. As a general guideline, the provided 
pattern file should not be used smaller than 8" 
in height. The pattern has no maximum size 
limit. For on-screen applications, the pattern 
should be rendered in non-contrasting colors 
to avoid vibration.

detail

(shown at 15% of actual size: 84")

File name: MICA_Pattern_OrganicWithShadow.eps

Complete “Organic Pattern, with Shadow” file should not be  
used smaller than 8" in height.

detail

(shown at 100% of actual size: 84")
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Pattern 
Linear: 1. Square

2. Rectangle, Horizontal
3. Rectangle, Vertical
4. Bar 

The “Linear Pattern” is derived from the 
distinctive lines within the MICA Logo: 
straight to angled. This clean, geometric 
pattern is a beautiful counterpoint to the 
freeform organic one. 

These specific Linear Patterns (left) 
should not be used as a decorative 
element inside of the Logo’s letterforms 
(please see page 35, “Linear, with 
Logo”). These patterns can, however, 
be used outside of the Logo’s 
letterforms (with the Logo in proximity)  
or layered under the Logo (as long as 
Logo legibility is maintained).

This pattern can also be used in “pure” 
contexts where it is the only graphic 
element, such as on paper cups, fabric, 
or other applications where it is  
treated as a textile or overall pattern.

The “Linear Pattern” comes in a  
set of four: square, rectangle horizontal, 
rectangle vertical, and bar. For each 
application, use the pattern shape that 
is closest to the final proportion.

The color system for the “Linear 
Patterns” depends upon a “base color” 
and “accent color” relationship: the 
base color provides the ground against 
which the accent is seen. Either the 
base color is deeper, while the accent 
is lighter; or vice versa. 

Please see the applications section for 
some examples of color interaction and 
usage (crops, layering, etc.).

full pattern
(shown at 20% of actual size)

File name: MICA_Pattern_Linear_Bar.eps

Complete "Linear_Bar" file should not be  
used smaller than 1" in height (as shown above).

full pattern
(shown at 20% of actual size)

File name: MICA_Pattern_Linear_Square.eps

Complete "Linear_Square" file should not be  
used smaller than 2" in height (as shown above).

full pattern
(shown at 20% of actual size)

File name: MICA_Pattern_Linear_RectangleHorizontal.eps

Complete "Linear_RectangleHorizontal" file should not be  
used smaller than 2" in height (as shown above).

full pattern
(shown at 15% of actual size)

File name: MICA_Pattern_Linear_RectangleVertical.eps

Complete "Linear_RectangleVertical" file should not  
be used smaller than 2" in height (as shown above).
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Pattern, continued 1 
Linear: 1. Square

2. Rectangle, Horizontal
3. Rectangle, Vertical
4. Bar 

scaling the “linear pattern”

The means of reproduction, line screen, and 
media influence how small the pattern can be 
used. As a general guideline, the provided 
pattern file should not be used smaller than  
1" or 2" in height (see page 33). The pattern  
has no maximum size limit. For on-screen 
applications, the pattern should be rendered in 
non-contrasting colors to avoid vibration.

full pattern
(shown at 50% of actual size)

File name: MICA_Pattern_Linear_RectangleHorizontal.eps

Complete "Linear_RectangleHorizontal" file should not be used smaller than 2" in height.
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Pattern 
Linear, with Logo: Contained

The “Linear, with Logo: Contained” 
places the Linear pattern within the 
MICA mark.

Please do not recreate using the 
“Linear Pattern” found on pages 33 and 
34. This (above) pattern has been 
custom drawn, spaced and positioned 
within the MICA Logo.

This patterned logo should only be 
reproduced in 1 color over a separate 
background color. Please never  
fill-in the (patterned) MICA logo form 
with color; the background and  
spacing within the MICA pattern should 
be the same.

full pattern
(shown at 50% of actual size)

File name: MICA_Pattern_LinearWithLogo_Contained.eps

Complete “LinearWithLogo_Contained” file should not be  
used smaller than 10" width (of MICA Logo). 

Please see the applications section  
(and image above) for some examples of 
color interaction and usage.

scaling the “linear, with logo: contained”

The means of reproduction, line screen, and 
media influence how small the pattern can be 
used. As a general guideline, the provided 
pattern file should not be used when the MICA 
Logo is smaller than 10" in width. The pattern 
has no maximum size limit. For on-screen 
applications, the pattern should be rendered in 
non-contrasting colors to avoid vibration.
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Pattern 
Linear, with Logo: Field

The “Linear, with Logo: Field” places the 
Linear pattern over the MICA mark.

Please do not recreate using the 
“Linear Pattern” found on pages 33 and 
34. This (above) pattern has been 
custom drawn, spaced and positioned 
over the MICA Logo.

The color system for this pattern 
depends upon a “base (light to middle 
value) color”, an “accent (light value) 
color”, and the Logo (dark value) color: 
the accent and base colors should be 
closer in value to allow for maximum 
legibility of the Logo form.

detail
(shown at 50% of actual size)

File name: MICA_Pattern_LinearWithLogo_Field.eps

Complete “LinearWithLogo_Field” file should not be  
used smaller than 10" width (of MICA Logo). 

Please see the applications section  
(and image above) for some examples of 
color interaction and usage.

scaling the “linear, with logo: field”

The means of reproduction, line screen, and 
media influence how small the pattern can be 
used. As a general guideline, the provided 
pattern file should not be used when the MICA 
Logo is smaller than 10" in width. The pattern 
has no maximum size limit. For on-screen 
applications, the pattern should be rendered in 
non-contrasting colors to avoid vibration.
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Graphic 
Logo Slashes 

The “Logo Slashes, Graphic” is an 
elegant distillation of the MICA Logo.

This graphic should never be used in 
place of the MICA Logo. It should  
only be used in a piece that is targeted  
to an audience familiar with the 
institution (i.e. totes, shirts, or mugs 
sold at the MICA Store). 

The “Logo Slashes” graphic should only 
be reproduced in 1 color (placed on a 
separate background color). Please see 
the applications section for preferred 
color interaction and usage.

full graphic
(shown at 70% of actual size)

File name: MICA_Graphic_LogoSlashes.eps

Complete “Graphic_LogoSlashes” file should not be  
used smaller than 2" height or larger than 6" height. 
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Typography
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Typography

Consistent typographic style establishes a brand voice for MICA. The fonts identified in 
these guidelines are the only typefaces allowed within MICA’s messaging. 

MICA’s typographic system is comprised of four typeface families: Giza, Theinhardt, and 
the system fonts Times New Roman and Arial. 
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Logo Typeface
Giza

MICA’s Logo was created using the font  
Giza. This font should be reserved for the 
“MICA” Logo only. 

The single exception is in signage contexts, 
such as large letters on a stairwell/ 
elevator, or building signage (when there  
is an affinity with the historical context  
of the building). However, in these cases it 
should not challenge or upstage the 
prominence and special status of the MICA 
Logo; and such instances must be  
reviewed with the MICA Communications 
team for approval.

A B C D E F G H I 
J K L M N O P Q R 
S T U V W X Y Z
giza sevenfive
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ABCDEFGHI JKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

0123456789  
! ”#$%&’ ( ) *+˝π©®?

theinhardt, hairline

MICA has become the leader in the
theinhardt, ultra light

education of artists and designers
theinhardt, thin

by fostering a community
theinhardt, light

of talented, creative individuals
theinhardt, regular

committed to redefining
theinhardt, medium

the boundaries of art and design
theinhardt, bold

and to expanding
theinhardt, heavy

their own vision and perspective
theinhardt, black

through rigorous study.

Supporting Typeface
Theinhardt

Theinhardt rounds out the brand voice with 
its contemporary and clean look; a beautiful 
visual counterpoint to Giza. 

Theinhardt, used in the “Maryland Institute 
College of Art” Signatures, is also the 
supporting typeface of the MICA brand.

Theinhardt should be used in all contexts: 
collateral applications, signage and 
electronic media. The only exception is in 
cases where systems fonts are necessary. 
Please see next page.

With an extensive family, Theinhardt can  
be employed as both display and body copy.  
It can also be used in cases where  
contrast is needed, or in more functional 
contexts: on the website, in captions, etc. 

note

Theinhardt has 9 weights, with  
18 styles (including italics).
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times new roman, regular

MICA has become the leader in the
times new roman, bold

education of artists and designers

arial, regular

MICA has become the leader in the
arial, bold

education of artists and designers

System Typefaces
Times New Roman and Arial

The system font Times New Roman should 
be used for all letters typeset in Word 
(printed on pre-printed/offset letterhead).

The system font Arial should be used  
for email correspondence and Powerpoint/
Keynote presentations, locations where  
live system fonts are required in a digital 
context. Note: Within Gmail, please  
select the typeface designated “Sans Serif”.

note

Time New Roman has 2 weights, 
with 2 styles (including italics).

Arial has 3 weights, with  
5 styles (including italics). 
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Applications
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Date Here

Addressee’s Name
Company Name
12345 Street Address
City, State 00000-0000
Country

Dear John Smith:

Em re praecerum idemporro venihic totatur rehenis dolorer fuga ferrum aut veliquia quos cus 
dolori consequas aut od magnis sunt, ut vendam rendam hilique eat auaut que estius es 
autat. Aquid quo eictusaniet aut earum facia nia quostiam quateca eritati nimus, niet acerorro 
teculpa dolupta paruntin nobitat qua vendusdam lab ident ant fugiatatum sed ehug dsxplatur, 
ae cepudit possit es atem fuga. Et alicia non cust ducon conserr ovitit spietum hl iur aut 
voleceaqui diae in nitaspi caborateni m rerum quunt fuga. Ita consed et quatum eum exceperum, 
ipsum ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur. Ant que nissinctur, omniet quidendus, secae nusa 
quidit odio ipit explia voloreh enecupta nulluptame nus di re lab ipidem idel idem veliberum ex 
ipietus, se aut etur, solum con etur aciamusdam simus et offi c te aut qui corro. Consed unt 
et aut oditia que nis ullaccatem ut dolor as ex eum faccabo riberes iu molore, estrum exceperum, 
ipsum ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur? Ant que nissinctur, omniet exera quia volore citiaped 
ut fugiatustiis essum que poribus citiasped ut fugiatustiis aut es molorl etur?

Cullorestrum repero totatur, cor sitis si de con pedit, habi necti et quasiti optiumqui con pro 
volore pa cuptas rere, abo. Nam, sequasinci de velest et init, si am non reni aut rem vendusdams 
lab ident ant fugiatatum sed explatur, ae cepudit possit es atem fuga. Et alicia non cust duc 
nisquaest  rem ium, ut hitatum  que pa volentibus reperspid qui ut faceruptate non es siut dompo 
doluptus mil adit quam quia inullup tinulliquate perereh endit, niet eum aut qui. 

Name Here
Title Here

1300 MOUNT ROYAL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217
T 410.669.9200   

WWW.MICA.EDU

Stationery
Institutional Letterhead
General

Size
8.5 × 11 in

Recommended Technique/Color
Ink: 2/0
Offset PMS Orange 021 Uncoated + Black

Typography
Body of the letter typeset in Times New Roman 
10 pt size with 14 pt leading.

Recommended Paper Stock
Paper: Strathmore writing wove, 28# writing 
wove, Ultimate White (without Watermark)

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes 
or reprinting.

(shown at 60% of actual size)

note

MICA departments may request small quantities 
of generic institutional stationery for routine 
correspondence from Postal & Print Operations. 
If large quantities of stationery items are 
required for special mailings, please place requests 
at least 3 weeks in advance of the mailing 
date to allow for printing if suffi cient inventory is 
not available in stock. 

First generation stationery fi les, supplied by 
the Offi ce of Communications, must be used when 
reprinting or altering all stationery.

The notes above apply to departmental, presidential, 
second sheet, and BOT.

2"

The letter should 
be positioned 
2" from the top 
and 1.75" from 
the left.

1.75"
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Em re praecerum idemporro venihic totatur rehenis dolorer fuga ferrum aut veliquia quos cus 
dolori consequas aut od magnis sunt, ut vendam rendam hilique eat auaut que estius es 
autat. Aquid quo eictusaniet aut earum facia nia quostiam quateca eritati nimus, niet acerorro 
teculpa dolupta paruntin nobitat qua vendusdam lab ident ant fugiatatum sed ehug dsxplatur, 
ae cepudit possit es atem fuga. Et alicia non cust ducon conserr ovitit spietum hl iur aut 
voleceaqui diae in nitaspi caborateni m rerum quunt fuga. Ita consed et quatum eum exceperum, 
ipsum ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur. Ant que nissinctur, omniet quidendus, secae nusa 
quidit odio ipit explia voloreh enecupta nulluptame nus di re lab ipidem idel idem veliberum ex 
ipietus, se aut etur, solum con etur aciamusdam simus et offi c te aut qui corro. Consed unt 
et aut oditia que nis ullaccatem ut dolor as ex eum faccabo riberes iu molore, estrum exceperum, 
ipsum ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur? Ant que nissinctur, omniet exera quia volore citiaped 
ut fugiatustiis essum que poribus citiasped ut fugiatustiis aut es molorl enecupta nulluptame?
ipsum ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur. Ant que nissinctur, omniet quidendus, secae nusa 
quidit odio ipit explia voloreh enecupta nulluptame nus di re lab ipidem idel idem veliberum ex 
ipietus, se aut etur, solum con etur aciamusdam simus et offi c te aut qui corro. Consed unt 
et aut oditia que nis ullaccatem ut dolor as ex eum faccabo riberes iu molore, estrum exceperum, 
ipsum ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur? Ant que nissinctur, omniet exera quia volore citiaped 
ut fugiatustiis essum que poribus citiasped ut fugiatustiis aut es molorl enecupta nulluptame?

Cullorestrum repero totatur, cor sitis si de con pedit, habi necti et quasiti optiumqui con pro 
volore pa cuptas rere, abo. Nam, sequasinci de velest et init, si am non reni aut rem vendusdams 
lab ident ant fugiatatum sed explatur, ae cepudit possit es atem fuga. Et alicia non cust duc 
nisquaest  rem ium, ut hitatum  que pa volentibus reperspid qui ut faceruptate non es siut dompo 
doluptus mil adit quam quia inullup tinulliquate perereh endit, niet eum aut qui. 

Name Here
Title Here

Stationery
Institutional Letterhead
Second Sheet

Size
8.5 × 11 in

Recommended Technique/Color
Ink: 1/0
Offset PMS Orange 021 Uncoated

Typography
Body of the letter typeset in Times New Roman 
10 pt size with 14 pt leading.

Recommended Paper Stock
Paper: Strathmore writing wove, 28# writing 
wove, Ultimate White (without Watermark)

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes 
or reprinting.

(shown at 60% of actual size)

note

For information on ordering stationery see page 44.

2"

The letter should 
be positioned 
2" from the top 
and 1.75" from 
the left.

1.75"
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1300 MOUNT ROYAL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217
T 410.669.9200   

WWW.MICA.EDU

DIVISION OF ADVANCEMENT

Date Here

Addressee’s Name
Company Name
12345 Street Address
City, State 00000-0000
Country

Dear John Smith:

Em re praecerum idemporro venihic totatur rehenis dolorer fuga ferrum aut veliquia quos cus 
dolori consequas aut od magnis sunt, ut vendam rendam hilique eat auaut que estius es 
autat. Aquid quo eictusaniet aut earum facia nia quostiam quateca eritati nimus, niet acerorro 
teculpa dolupta paruntin nobitat qua vendusdam lab ident ant fugiatatum sed ehug dsxplatur, 
ae cepudit possit es atem fuga. Et alicia non cust ducon conserr ovitit spietum hl iur aut 
voleceaqui diae in nitaspi caborateni m rerum quunt fuga. Ita consed et quatum eum exceperum, 
ipsum ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur. Ant que nissinctur, omniet quidendus, secae nusa 
quidit odio ipit explia voloreh enecupta nulluptame nus di re lab ipidem idel idem veliberum ex 
ipietus, se aut etur, solum con etur aciamusdam simus et offi c te aut qui corro. Consed unt 
et aut oditia que nis ullaccatem ut dolor as ex eum faccabo riberes iu molore, estrum exceperum, 
ipsum ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur? Ant que nissinctur, omniet exera quia volore citiaped 
ut fugiatustiis essum que poribus citiasped ut fugiatustiis aut es molorl etur?

Cullorestrum repero totatur, cor sitis si de con pedit, habi necti et quasiti optiumqui con pro 
volore pa cuptas rere, abo. Nam, sequasinci de velest et init, si am non reni aut rem vendusdams 
lab ident ant fugiatatum sed explatur, ae cepudit possit es atem fuga. Et alicia non cust duc 
nisquaest  rem ium, ut hitatum  que pa volentibus reperspid qui ut faceruptate non es siut dompo 
doluptus mil adit quam quia inullup tinulliquate perereh endit, niet eum aut qui. 

Name Here
Title Here

Stationery
Institutional Letterhead
Department-specifi c

Size
8.5 × 11 in

Recommended Technique/Color
Ink: 2/0
Offset PMS Orange 021 Uncoated + Black

Typography
Body of the letter typeset in Times New Roman 
10 pt size with 14 pt leading.

Recommended Paper Stock
Paper: Strathmore writing wove, 28# writing 
wove, Ultimate White (without Watermark)

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes 
or reprinting.

(shown at 60% of actual size)

note

For information on ordering stationery see page 44.

2"

The letter should 
be positioned 
2" from the top 
and 1.75" from 
the left.

1.75"
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1300 MOUNT ROYAL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217
T 410.669.9200   

WWW.MICA.EDU

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Date Here

Addressee’s Name
Company Name
12345 Street Address
City, State 00000-0000
Country

Dear John Smith:

Em re praecerum idemporro venihic totatur rehenis dolorer fuga ferrum aut veliquia quos cus 
dolori consequas aut od magnis sunt, ut vendam rendam hilique eat auaut que estius es 
autat. Aquid quo eictusaniet aut earum facia nia quostiam quateca eritati nimus, niet acerorro 
teculpa dolupta paruntin nobitat qua vendusdam lab ident ant fugiatatum sed ehug dsxplatur, 
ae cepudit possit es atem fuga. Et alicia non cust ducon conserr ovitit spietum hl iur aut 
voleceaqui diae in nitaspi caborateni m rerum quunt fuga. Ita consed et quatum eum exceperum, 
ipsum ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur. Ant que nissinctur, omniet quidendus, secae nusa 
quidit odio ipit explia voloreh enecupta nulluptame nus di re lab ipidem idel idem veliberum ex 
ipietus, se aut etur, solum con etur aciamusdam simus et offi c te aut qui corro. Consed unt 
et aut oditia que nis ullaccatem ut dolor as ex eum faccabo riberes iu molore, estrum exceperum, 
ipsum ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur? Ant que nissinctur, omniet exera quia volore citiaped 
ut fugiatustiis essum que poribus citiasped ut fugiatustiis aut es molorl etur?

Cullorestrum repero totatur, cor sitis si de con pedit, habi necti et quasiti optiumqui con pro 
volore pa cuptas rere, abo. Nam, sequasinci de velest et init, si am non reni aut rem vendusdams 
lab ident ant fugiatatum sed explatur, ae cepudit possit es atem fuga. Et alicia non cust duc 
nisquaest  rem ium, ut hitatum  que pa volentibus reperspid qui ut faceruptate non es siut dompo 
doluptus mil adit quam quia inullup tinulliquate perereh endit, niet eum aut qui. 

Name Here
Title Here

Stationery
Institutional Letterhead
Offi ce of the President

Size
8.5 × 11 in

Recommended Technique/Color
Ink: 2/0
Offset PMS Orange 021 Uncoated + Black

Typography
Body of the letter typeset in Times New Roman 
10 pt size with 14 pt leading.

Recommended Paper Stock
Paper: Strathmore writing wove, 28# writing 
wove, Ultimate White (without Watermark)

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes 
or reprinting.

(shown at 60% of actual size)

note

For information on ordering stationery see page 44.

2"

The letter should 
be positioned 
2" from the top 
and 1.75" from 
the left.

1.75"
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Date Here

Addressee’s Name
Company Name
12345 Street Address
City, State 00000-0000
Country

Dear John Smith:

Em re praecerum idemporro venihic totatur rehenis dolorer fuga ferrum aut veliquia quos cus 
dolori consequas aut od magnis sunt, ut vendam rendam hilique eat auaut que estius es 
autat. Aquid quo eictusaniet aut earum facia nia quostiam quateca eritati nimus, niet acerorro 
teculpa dolupta paruntin nobitat qua vendusdam lab ident ant fugiatatum sed ehug dsxplatur, 
ae cepudit possit es atem fuga. Et alicia non cust ducon conserr ovitit spietum hl iur aut 
voleceaqui diae in nitaspi caborateni m rerum quunt fuga. Ita consed et quatum eum exceperum, 
ipsum ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur. Ant que nissinctur, omniet quidendus, secae nusa 
quidit odio ipit explia voloreh enecupta nulluptame nus di re lab ipidem idel idem veliberum ex 
ipietus, se aut etur, solum con etur aciamusdam simus et offi c te aut qui corro. Consed unt 
et aut oditia que nis ullaccatem ut dolor as ex eum faccabo riberes iu molore, estrum exceperum, 
ipsum ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur? Ant que nissinctur, omniet exera quia volore citiaped 
ut fugiatustiis essum que poribus citiasped ut fugiatustiis aut es molorl etur?

Cullorestrum repero totatur, cor sitis si de con pedit, habi necti et quasiti optiumqui con pro 
volore pa cuptas rere, abo. Nam, sequasinci de velest et init, si am non reni aut rem vendusdams 
lab ident ant fugiatatum sed explatur, ae cepudit possit es atem fuga. Et alicia non cust duc 
nisquaest  rem ium, ut hitatum  que pa volentibus reperspid qui ut faceruptate non es siut dompo 
doluptus mil adit quam quia inullup tinulliquate perereh endit, niet eum aut qui. 

Name Here
Title Here

Stationery
Board of Trustees

Size
8.5 × 11 in

Typography
Body of the letter typeset in Times New Roman 
10 pt size with 14 pt leading.

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes.

(shown at 60% of actual size)

note

If a Board List is needed, place “BoardList.eps” 
into the Word document. This 8.5x11" background 
graphic should be placed under the typed 
letter. Both the typed letter and Board List graphic 
should only be printed on pre-printed/offset 
MICA letterhead.

2"

The letter should 
be positioned 
2" from the top 
and 1.75" from 
the left.

Place “BoardList.eps” 
as (8.5x11") 
background graphic.

1.75"

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Neil A. Meyerhoff, Chairman
Stephen W. Boesel
Jeffrey L. Briggs, DMA
George L. Bunting, Jr.
Suzi Keats Cordish
M. Gwen Davidson
Rosalee C. Davison ‘60
Mathias J. DeVito
Ronald E. Fidler, AIA ’64
Aaron S. Fink ’77, P’08
Neal M. Friedlander, M.D.
Ann M. Garfi nkle, Esq.
Alice Falvey Greif
Wendy G. Griswold
Fredye Wright Gross
Richard C. Hackney, Jr.
David Hayden ‘66
Barbara L. Himmelrich
Tonya Ingersol ’02
Wendy M. Jachman ’71
W. Lehr Jackson
David Jacobs ’61
Ross Jones
Charles E. Nearburg P’07
Anne S. Perkins
George D. Peterson, PhD
Roger G. Powell P’07
Sheila K. Riggs
Nancy R. Sasser
William O. Steinmetz ’50
Fred E. Worthington ’57
Sallie Fraenkel Zuch P’08

EMERITI
Charles L. Costa
George H. Dalsheimer
LeRoy E. Hoffberger
Robert A. Shelton, Esq.
Charles G. Tildon, Jr.
Eleanor H. Trowbridge
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Stationery
Institutional Envelope
General

Size
#10 (9.5 ×  4.125")

Recommended Technique/Color
Ink: 1/2
Offset PMS Green 2270 Uncoated + Black

Typography
Mailing address typeset in Times New Roman 
10 pt size with 14 pt leading.

Recommended Paper Stock
Paper: Strathmore writing wove, 28# writing 
wove, Ultimate White (without Watermark)

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes 
or reprinting.

(shown at 65% of actual size)

note

For information on ordering stationery see page 44.front

1300 MOUNT ROYAL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217

WWW.MICA.EDU
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Stationery
Institutional Envelope
Department-specifi c

Size
#10 (9.5 ×  4.125")

Recommended Technique/Color
Ink: 1/2
Offset PMS Green 2270 Uncoated + Black

Typography
Mailing address typeset in Times New Roman 
10 pt size with 14 pt leading.

Recommended Paper Stock
Paper: Strathmore writing wove, 28# writing 
wove, Ultimate White (without Watermark)

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes 
or reprinting.

(shown at 65% of actual size)

note

For information on ordering stationery see page 44.front

DIVISION OF ADVANCEMENT

1300 MOUNT ROYAL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217   

WWW.MICA.EDU
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Stationery
Institutional Envelope
Offi ce of the President

Size
#10 (9.5 ×  4.125")

Recommended Technique/Color
Ink: 1/2
Offset PMS Green 2270 Uncoated + Black

Typography
Mailing address typeset in Times New Roman 
10 pt size with 14 pt leading.

Recommended Paper Stock
Paper: Strathmore writing wove, 28# writing 
wove, Ultimate White (without Watermark)

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes 
or reprinting.

(shown at 65% of actual size)

note

For information on ordering stationery see page 44.front

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

1300 MOUNT ROYAL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217   

WWW.MICA.EDU
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Stationery
Business Cards
Front

Size
3 x 2.5 in.

Recommended Technique/Color
Ink: 2/1
Side 1 (front): Offset PMS + Black
Side 2: (back): Offset PMS

Recommended Paper Stock 
Paper: Strathmore, 110#cb, writing wove, 
Ultimate White (without Watermark)

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes 
or reprinting.

(shown at 100% of actual size)

note

For information on ordering stationery see page 44.

front, colorways

The same PMS color on the front of the business card should 
continue to the back of the business card (e.g. an all-green card, 
or an all-pink card).

Maryland Institute College of Art
1300 W Mount Royal Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21217

shoi@mica.edu
T 410.225.2256
www.mica.edu

Samuel Hoi
President

Maryland Institute College of Art
1300 W Mount Royal Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21217

shoi@mica.edu
T 410.225.2256
www.mica.edu

Samuel Hoi
President

Maryland Institute College of Art
1300 W Mount Royal Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21217

shoi@mica.edu
T 410.225.2256
www.mica.edu

Samuel Hoi
President

Maryland Institute College of Art
1300 W Mount Royal Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21217

shoi@mica.edu
T 410.225.2256
www.mica.edu

Samuel Hoi
President
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Stationery
Business Cards, continued
Back

Size
3 x 2.5 in.

Recommended Technique/Color 
Ink: 2/1
Side 1 (front): Offset PMS + Black
Side 2: (back): Offset PMS 

Recommended Paper Stock  
Paper: Strathmore, 110#cb, writing wove, 
Ultimate White (without Watermark)

The files are created in Adobe InDesign.  
To ensure consistency, the original  
files should be used when making changes  
or reprinting.

(shown at 100% of actual size)

note

For information on ordering stationery see page 44.

back, colorways 

The same PMS color on the front of the business card should  
continue to the back of the business card (e.g. an all-green card,  
or an all-pink card).

@mica.edu
@mica
@marylandinstitutecollegeofart

@mica.edu
@mica
@marylandinstitutecollegeofart

@mica.edu
@mica
@marylandinstitutecollegeofart

@mica.edu
@mica
@marylandinstitutecollegeofart
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Date Here

Addressee’s Name
Company Name
12345 Street Address
City, State 00000-0000
Country

Dear John Smith:

Em re praecerum idemporro venihic totatur rehenis dolorer fuga ferrum aut veliquia 
quos cus dolori consequas aut od magnis sunt, ut vendam rendam hilique eat auaut 
que estius es autat. Aquid quo eictusaniet aut earum facia nia quostiam quateca eritati 
ninimus, niet acerorro teculpa dolupta paruntin nobitat qua vendusdam lab ident ant 
conserr ovitit spietumhl iur aut voleceaqui diae in nitaspi caborateni m rerum quntus 
fuga. Ita consed et quatum exceperumi, ipsum ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur. 
Ant que nissinctur, omniet quidendus, secae nusa quidit odio ipit explia voh enecupta 
nulluptame nus di re lab ipidem idel idem veliberum ex ipietus, se aut etur, solum 
con etur aciamusdam simus et offi c te autqui corro. Consed untus et aut oditia que nis 
ullaccatem ut dolor as ex eum faccabo riberes iu molore, estrum exceperum, ipsum 
ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur? Ant que nissinctur, omniet exera quia volore citiped 
ut fugiatustiis essum que poribus citiasped ut fugia tustiis aut es molorl etur?

Cullorestrum repero totatur, cor sitis si de con pedit, habi necti et quasiti optiumqui 
con pro volore pa cuptas rere, abo. Nam, sequasinci de velest et init, si am non reni aut 
rem vendusdams lab ident ant fugiatatum sed explatur, ae cepudit possit atem fuga. 
Et alicia non cust duc nisquaest  rem ium, ut hitatum  que pa volentibus reperspid qui 
ut ruptat  siut dompo doluptus mil adit quam quia inullup tinulliquate pererh endit, 
niet eum aut qui. 

Name Here
Title Here

1300 MOUNT ROYAL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217
T 410.669.9200   

WWW.MICA.EDU

Stationery
Institutional Monarch Letterhead
General

Size
7.25 × 10.5 in

Recommended Technique/Color
Ink: 2/0
Offset PMS Orange 021 Uncoated + Black

Typography
Body of the letter typeset in Times New Roman 
9 pt size with 13 pt leading.

Recommended Paper Stock
Paper: Strathmore writing wove, 28# writing 
wove, Ultimate White (without Watermark)

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes 
or reprinting.

(shown at 60% of actual size)

note

For information on ordering stationery see page 44.

2"

The letter should 
be positioned 2" 
from the top and 
1" from the left.

1"
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Stationery
Institutional Monarch Letterhead
Department-specifi c

Size
7.25 × 10.5 in

Recommended Technique/Color
Ink: 2/0
Offset PMS Orange 021 Uncoated + Black

Typography
Body of the letter typeset in Times New Roman 
9 pt size with 13 pt leading.

Recommended Paper Stock
Paper: Strathmore writing wove, 28# writing 
wove, Ultimate White (without Watermark)

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes 
or reprinting.

(shown at 60% of actual size)

note

For information on ordering stationery see page 44.

DIVISION OF ADVANCEMENT

Date Here

Addressee’s Name
Company Name
12345 Street Address
City, State 00000-0000
Country

Dear John Smith:

Em re praecerum idemporro venihic totatur rehenis dolorer fuga ferrum aut veliquia 
quos cus dolori consequas aut od magnis sunt, ut vendam rendam hilique eat auaut 
que estius es autat. Aquid quo eictusaniet aut earum facia nia quostiam quateca eritati 
ninimus, niet acerorro teculpa dolupta paruntin nobitat qua vendusdam lab ident ant 
conserr ovitit spietumhl iur aut voleceaqui diae in nitaspi caborateni m rerum quntus 
fuga. Ita consed et quatum exceperumi, ipsum ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur. 
Ant que nissinctur, omniet quidendus, secae nusa quidit odio ipit explia voh enecupta 
nulluptame nus di re lab ipidem idel idem veliberum ex ipietus, se aut etur, solum 
con etur aciamusdam simus et offi c te autqui corro. Consed untus et aut oditia que nis 
ullaccatem ut dolor as ex eum faccabo riberes iu molore, estrum exceperum, ipsum 
ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur? Ant que nissinctur, omniet exera quia volore citiped 
ut fugiatustiis essum que poribus citiasped ut fugia tustiis aut es molorl etur?

Cullorestrum repero totatur, cor sitis si de con pedit, habi necti et quasiti optiumqui 
con pro volore pa cuptas rere, abo. Nam, sequasinci de velest et init, si am non reni aut 
rem vendusdams lab ident ant fugiatatum sed explatur, ae cepudit possit atem fuga. 
Et alicia non cust duc nisquaest  rem ium, ut hitatum  que pa volentibus reperspid qui 
ut ruptat  siut dompo doluptus mil adit quam quia inullup tinulliquate pererh endit, 
niet eum aut qui. 

Name Here
Title Here

1300 MOUNT ROYAL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217
T 410.669.9200   

WWW.MICA.EDU

2"

The letter should 
be positioned 2" 
from the top and 
1" from the left.

1"
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Stationery
Institutional Monarch Letterhead
Offi ce of the President

Size
7.25 × 10.5 in

Recommended Technique/Color
Ink: 2/0
Offset PMS Orange 021 Uncoated + Black

Typography
Body of the letter typeset in Times New Roman 
9 pt size with 13 pt leading.

Recommended Paper Stock
Paper: Strathmore writing wove, 28# writing 
wove, Ultimate White (without Watermark)

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes 
or reprinting.

(shown at 60% of actual size)

note

For information on ordering stationery see page 44.

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Date Here

Addressee’s Name
Company Name
12345 Street Address
City, State 00000-0000
Country

Dear John Smith:

Em re praecerum idemporro venihic totatur rehenis dolorer fuga ferrum aut veliquia 
quos cus dolori consequas aut od magnis sunt, ut vendam rendam hilique eat auaut 
que estius es autat. Aquid quo eictusaniet aut earum facia nia quostiam quateca eritati 
ninimus, niet acerorro teculpa dolupta paruntin nobitat qua vendusdam lab ident ant 
conserr ovitit spietumhl iur aut voleceaqui diae in nitaspi caborateni m rerum quntus 
fuga. Ita consed et quatum exceperumi, ipsum ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur. 
Ant que nissinctur, omniet quidendus, secae nusa quidit odio ipit explia voh enecupta 
nulluptame nus di re lab ipidem idel idem veliberum ex ipietus, se aut etur, solum 
con etur aciamusdam simus et offi c te autqui corro. Consed untus et aut oditia que nis 
ullaccatem ut dolor as ex eum faccabo riberes iu molore, estrum exceperum, ipsum 
ipsam aut in rerio. Itatem quatur? Ant que nissinctur, omniet exera quia volore citiped 
ut fugiatustiis essum que poribus citiasped ut fugia tustiis aut es molorl etur?

Cullorestrum repero totatur, cor sitis si de con pedit, habi necti et quasiti optiumqui 
con pro volore pa cuptas rere, abo. Nam, sequasinci de velest et init, si am non reni aut 
rem vendusdams lab ident ant fugiatatum sed explatur, ae cepudit possit atem fuga. 
Et alicia non cust duc nisquaest  rem ium, ut hitatum  que pa volentibus reperspid qui 
ut ruptat  siut dompo doluptus mil adit quam quia inullup tinulliquate pererh endit, 
niet eum aut qui. 

Name Here
Title Here

1300 MOUNT ROYAL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217
T 410.669.9200   

WWW.MICA.EDU

2"

The letter should 
be positioned 2" 
from the top and 
1" from the left.

1"
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1300 MOUNT ROYAL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217   

WWW.MICA.EDU

back

Stationery
Institutional Monarch Envelope
General

Size
Monarch (7.5 × 3.875)

Recommended Technique/Color
Ink: 1/2
Offset PMS Green 2270 Uncoated + Black

Typography
Mailing address typeset in Times New Roman 
9 pt size with 13 pt leading.

Recommended Paper Stock
Paper: Strathmore writing wove, 28# writing 
wove, Ultimate White (without Watermark)

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes 
or reprinting.

(shown at 75% of actual size)

note

For information on ordering stationery see page 44.

front
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DIVISION OF ADVANCEMENT

1300 MOUNT ROYAL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217   

WWW.MICA.EDU

back

Stationery
Institutional Monarch Envelope
Department-specifi c

Size
Monarch (7.5 × 3.875)

Recommended Technique/Color
Ink: 1/2
Offset PMS Green 2270 Uncoated + Black

Typography
Mailing address typeset in Times New Roman 
9 pt size with 13 pt leading.

Recommended Paper Stock
Paper: Strathmore writing wove, 28# writing 
wove, Ultimate White (without Watermark)

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes 
or reprinting.

(shown at 75% of actual size)

note

For information on ordering stationery see page 44.

front
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OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

1300 MOUNT ROYAL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217   

WWW.MICA.EDU

back

Stationery
Institutional Monarch Envelope
Offi ce of the President

Size
Monarch (7.5 × 3.875)

Recommended Technique/Color
Ink: 1/2
Offset PMS Green 2270 Uncoated + Black

Typography
Mailing address typeset in Times New Roman 
9 pt size with 13 pt leading.

Recommended Paper Stock
Paper: Strathmore writing wove, 28# writing 
wove, Ultimate White (without Watermark)

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes 
or reprinting.

(shown at 75% of actual size)

note

For information on ordering stationery see page 44.

front
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1300 MOUNT ROYAL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217

WWW.MICA.EDU

Stationery
Mailing Label

Size
4 × 6 in.

Recommended Technique/Color
Ink: 2/0
Offset PMS Green 2270 Uncoated + Black

Typography
Mailing address typeset in Times New Roman 
10 pt size with 14 pt leading.

Recommended Paper Stock
Strathmore, Crack and Peel, Ultimate White

The fi les are created in Adobe InDesign. 
To ensure consistency, the original 
fi les should be used when making changes 
or reprinting.

(shown at 100% of actual size)

note

For information on ordering stationery see page 44.
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[text of e-mail]

Mike Walley-Rund
Director of Publications and Creative Assets
Division of Strategic Communications
Maryland Institute College of Art
410.225.4218

Email Signature

Email Signature Formatting

Name
10 pt Arial, Bold 
Blue: R0 G71 B187

Address and Contact Information
10 pt Arial, Regular
Blue: R0 G71 B187

MICA Logo
Small Scale Logo file
Black: R0 G0 B0 
100 pixels wide

email	signature

100 pixels wide
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Presentation Slides

cover	slide	options closing	slide	optionsinterior	slide	options

(shown at 10% of actual size)

note

Keynote template available.

Please contact the Office of Communications 
for the template file.
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Applications
Inspiration
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System Brochures 

cover
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System Brochures, continued 

cover options
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Logo and Signature T-Shirt, 1 color

front, colorway 1 back, colorway 1

front, alternate colorways
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Logo and Signature T-Shirt, 2 color

front back
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Logo Slashes, and Signature

front, colorway 1 back, colorway 1

front, alternate colorways
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Postcards
You Are Invited

cover 

back 
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Postcards
You Are Invited

cover options 
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Mugs

front, colorway 1 back, colorway 1
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Mugs, continued 

alternate colorways
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Mugs, continued

alternate colorway

production details

Signature printed on inside rim of mug. Logo printed on bottom of mug. Three Logo Slashes wrap surface of mug.
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Brochures 
Open House

cover cover
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Tote Bag, Large Organic Pattern 

colorway 1 alternate colorways
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Tote Bag, Large Organic Pattern (with Shadow) 

colorway 1 alternate colorways
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Tote Bag, Small Organic Pattern

colorway 1 alternate colorways
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Tote Bag, Linear Pattern in Vertical Bar 

colorway 1 alternate colorways
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Tote Bag, Linear Pattern with Logo 

front, colorway 1 back, colorway 1 back, alternate colorways
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Tote Bag, Linear Pattern with Logo (Field) 

front, colorway 1 back, colorway 1 back, alternate colorway
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Tote Bag, Large Linear Pattern 
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Publication 
Path

cover cover
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Publication, continued 
Path

cover cover
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interior spread

Publication, continued 
Path
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Publication, continued 
Path

interior spread
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Pocket Folder, Organic Pattern 

interior, colorway 1

cover, colorway 1

alternate colorways
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Pocket Folder, Large Organic Pattern (with Shadow) 

cover
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Pocket Folder, Linear Pattern 

cover, colorway 1

covers, alternate colorways

cover, alternate crop
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